NEW EP FROM GLAD YOU CAME
The debut EP “We Are Glad You Came”
is now available on iTunes, Spotify and
Soundcloud.
Download for free at Gladyoucame.com
1. Chase The Light
2. Sunny Days
3. Would You Do That For Me
4. Home
5. Into My Eyes

Glad You Came is a Scandinavian duo consisting of the Norwegian
vocalist and guitarist Lorenzo and the Danish bassist Simon. Late fall
2011 they joined forces and formed Glad You Came with the
purpose of creating catchy and naughty pop rock.
We Are Glad You Came is their debut EP including the two singles
Chase the Light and Sunny Days, and is released on their own
label Coffee Tunes Copenhagen.
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Glad You Came Releases Their Debut EP We Are Glad You Came
Copenhagen, December 2012
A year ago the duo Glad You Came put forth their goals for what they wanted to
achieve in 2012. First and foremost they wanted to write a bunch of tasty pop songs,
play gigs inside and outside of the border, and record their debut EP. Countless
hours of working on their material has now been boiled down to a 5 song debut EP.
Five plums - ready for the pickin’.
“We Are Glad You Came” is the title of the duo’s debut EP
and encapsulates the philosophy behind the duo itself.
Positivity, irony and cheekiness are keywords that pierce
through the music.
“It’s about creating solid and delicious pop music that you
can enjoy making your morning coffee or when taking a girl
for a spin on the dance floor” says the duo, which consists
of Lorenzo on vocals and guitar, and Simon on bass and
backup vocals. When playing live they are supported by
some amazing musicians who have also contributed to the
rich sound on the EP, which is mixed in collaboration with Christoffer Stjerne from
CSI Music.
So how does it sound? If you ask Lorenzo and Simon, they will tell you that they are
somewhere in between “Baby-making-music and 80s inspired power-poprock”.
“One of the fundamental ideas for this EP was to show our quite broad span of genres.
However, we feel that there’s a common thread to all the songs. Of course you can sing
about love - the love you have and the one you can’t get”.
In 2012 Glad You Came played numerous gigs in Denmark. They’ve also been on a
little tour in Norway where they were well received by the audience. They’ve also
put a lot of effort into finishing the EP before the year was over.
The EP therefore symbolizes an end to an intense and educational year for the duo
based in Copenhagen. New goals are constantly put forth and if their ambitious and
creative energy remains, everything points towards a new year with great success. A
new music video for their second single “Sunny Days” is coming up and the duo is
working on a new tour in Norway, as they have started growing a fan base up north.

The EP can be downloaded for free at www.gladyoucame.com/music
Press photos can be downloaded at www.gladyoucame.com/press
Glad You Came can be reached on mail@gladyoucame.com or by phone +45
28912012.
www.gladyoucame.com

